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1. Why Travis Pastrana Recommends Ogio 9900 

Having a difficult clip make up one’s minding which among the many 

motocross bags in the market should you acquire? 

Well, why non seek listening to Travis Pastrana? 

The celebrated motorsports rival and stunt perfomer from the squad of Nitro 

Circus have posted a picture cartridge holder from their hit show where he 

reviews the Ogio 9900 his personal pick for motocross cogwheel bags. 

On the said picture, Travis labels the 9900 as the best in the market chiefly 

because it is really hardy and broad at the same clip. The bag comes with 

separate compartments for helmets, boots, goggles, and other of import 

points. Actually, the bag besides has a small compartment where billfolds 

and paperss may be safely kept. 

Last, this cogwheel bag besides has a altering mat that riders can utilize if 

they want to, good, alteration apparels easy. With this, utmost perspiration 

or being in the desert doesnt have to acquire in the manner so riders could 

still have on the coveted MX cogwheels at one time. 

2. Keeping your Thingss Organized with Motocross Bags 

Before heading over to the following race, acquiring good motocross bags 

should be a precedence for most MX riders. 

You wouldnt want to go forth your of import things behind. On top of that, 

you wouldnt want to lose any of your points one time youre done with the 

race and demand to travel place already. With the right gearbag, 
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maintaining your things organized doesnt have to be hard or impossible at 

all. 

Every rider has alone demands. The good intelligence is that the major 

makers are cognizant about that and they make it a point to make bags that 

meet the demands of the market. For illustration, there are bags that come 

with wheels and this makes it easy and convenient for users to transport 

around. 

Ogio, One Industries, Oneal, Shift, Jet Pilot, and Thor are some of the most 

well-known companies in the industry. Go in front and look into their 

galleries if you want to see astonishing picks that match your demands and 

budget. 

3. Choosing the Best Motocross Bags 

Choosing the best among the many options for motocross bags could be 

rather disputing for new purchasers. Besides, major makers make it a point 

to offer 100s of designs and theoretical accounts available for the general 

populace. 

Of class, you need to happen the right merchandise that specifically matches

your demands but ne’er goes beyond your budget scope. The bag should be 

heavy responsibility and easy to transport at the same clip. This manner, you

wont have any problem as you try to pack all your things your helmet, boots,

New Jerseies, billfolds, and passports – in a individual bag. Reading 

reappraisals from other purchasers should be really helpful if you want to 

cognize more about the pros and cons of peculiar merchandises. 
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In add-on to the huge-sized MX gearbags, duffel bag bags, back packs, 

hydration battalions, skate bags and laptop bags are besides available from 

the same companies and you may desire to look into these merchandises 

every bit good. 

4. Heavy-duty Motocross Bags 

Few things could convey great comfort and security for an MX rider other 

than heavy-duty motocross bags. 

When traveling to your following racing event, readying plays a critical 

function and this largely requires first-class organisation accomplishments. 

You dont want to go forth any of import cogwheel behind. For certain, you 

besides dont want to lose anything during an event. A good gearbag should 

truly be used if you want to convey and transport all your points with 

astonishing convenience. 

When shopping about for one, you should purchase something sturdy so you 

could acquire the best value for your money. The straps should besides be 

tough and the compartments should be broad for added advantages. Better 

yet, acquiring a bag that has H2O immune characteristics should besides be 

considered if you want to hold lesser concerns as you tour and travel. 

Finally, you might desire to look into the monetary value of the existent 

points. That manner, youll see which one absolutely fits within your budget 

scope. 

5. Importance of Having Motocross Bags 
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In add-on to procuring a great minibike and utilizing top notch protective 

cogwheel, expert riders besides know the importance of holding heavy-duty 

motocross bags. 

You truly necessitate to acquire something that could maintain up with the 

demands of your life style. The compartments should be spacious plenty to 

suit your helmet, MX boots, New Jerseies, baseball mitts, goggles, and other 

personal properties you may besides necessitate to convey. 

A hardy MX gearbag should last even the harshest conditions. For one time, 

it should hold indispensable cushioning that protects your equipment. You 

may besides desire something that comes with rainproof characteristics. For 

easy conveyance, acquiring a bag that has a good set of wheels should be an

first-class thought. 

Keep your things organized and look trendy at the same clip by catching the 

right MX bag shortly. To see possible options, you may desire to look into 

with companies such as Ogio, FMF, Thor, One Industries, and many others. 
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